THE UNIVERSE IS CLOSER THAN WE THINK
by Ken Perez

INTRODUCTION
It is easy to internalize life's limitations, given our rigid conditioning and one-dimensional education. We look at
inefficient systems like cities, public transportation, schools, and workplaces, and think this is the best we can do.
We neglect our truest thoughts and needs, which are essential to improve our systems. So we have no answers for the
very questions which we suppress: is there a better way to live, can there be a more humanistic application of our
systems, and can we simultaneously meet our needs while being pragmatic in dealing with life's challenges?
Is it possible to use this humane approach to navigate and co-shape environments, which affect us regardless if whether
we acknowledge them or not? If we are open and grounded enough, can we even navigate the whole spectrum of
reality itself? This seems improbable to the discerning mind.
But what if an alien or some advanced, God-like entity appeared in our world, seeing things as they are - on levels far
beyond our conditioning? He or she would point out the obvious flaws, in such a manner that would humble us. We will
see how we have allowed ourselves to be constrained by fundamentally symbiotic systems and environments.
In 'the short story, 'Observations From Beyond', Scribbles, an extra-dimensional being, shows us how we can navigate all
complimentary environments. This is possible, if we co-ordinate, not necessarily mish-mash our educational systems
and sciences, while individuals can refer to outer systems for the purpose of one's own cultivation. This more synergistic
approach between the individual, collective, and everything-in-between and beyond will help us realize that all things,
no matter how disparate, have common patterns. These commonalities can conglomorate into more diverse
informational pools, which translate into many opportunities on all levels, bio-diversity, neuro-plasticity, more inclusive
methodologies/languages, and a more flexible and humane culture/educational system which can meet the needs of
individuals and develop their abilities - ultimately, this is what the greater system''needs'. These ideas are further
explored in my essay, 'Daring To assess The Impossible.
There is also an extensive meta-sci-fi art gallery, depicting interdimensional beings and worlds.

What are my books about? The reader skims through them and is bombarded by seemingly unrelated themes: one sees
surreal, comic book-like illustrations, and conceptual drawings of multi-dimensional beings and realities not unlike giant
monsters, mecha, gods, aliens, and futuristic worlds. One is also presented with synergistic ideas pertaining to many
fields and practices, such as physics, engineering,and other sciences, meditation/spirituality, and the paranormal as
well. Technically, my art and writing is also 'multidisciplinary' . For example, with the art I combine the abstract, surreal,
representational. With the writing, I fluctuate stylistically between prose, poetry, and stream-of-consciousness,while
conceptually I shift between the logical, metaphorical, and auto-biographical.
So in this integrated sense, can my books be categorized as sci-fi, fantasy, graphic novels, or as meta-philosophical
speculations? Are they even works of art and literature. I cannot tell you because my sensibility defies categorization.
My work requires non-discriminating perception and grounded curiousity, because I'm trying to navigate reality in all of
its dimensions. This higher perception requires a higher imagination, as opposed to wild imagination, or even higher
intelligence.
We may not even need data, systems, methodologies, and doctrines as much as we think; at best structure is meant to
be used as an all-encompassing reference point, which like a hologram, always contains the whole. It's conceivable that
we only need to utilize 15 percent structure, as opposed to the current logistics/educational model, which
overemphasizes structure.
Perhaps the highest art, literature, and science, or whatever informational system, fuctions not unlike an oracle, or
holographic pool of pure interchangeable, complimentary information. This boundless info pool borders all educational
systems and co-evolutionary processes. This pool is dependant upon the perceiver's tuning ability and mindfulness;
one's unique, yet non- isolating re-interpretation of the shared experience. Since, this non-discriminating perception
sees the relevance and potentiality of all things, it encourages the magnetization of information. This can translate
synergistically into many sectors, as bio-diversity, eco-diversity, neuro, geo, and so on. I'm trying to encourage this
greater perception with my multi-facted books - created from an all-filling stream-of-consciousness, as opposed to just
stream-of-consciousness.
Perhaps my comix and storylines are imaginative exercises, or maybe they're blueprints for transcendental experiences in shamanistic/psychedelic/hallucinatory realms truer than reality. Perhaps my musings aren't so much speculative, as
they're a greater means of information stimulation.
Non-categorizational information can pave the way for 'omni-mediums', or all-inclusive/synergistic systems even
broader than science, religion, or other present educational systems. In this integrated sense, my work can encourage
people of various fields and backgrounds to contemplate, co-shape, and design the blueprints for omni-systems. These
systems incorporate all technological functions( ranging from physical tech to the ultra-physical; nut-and-bolts
transportation or teleportation) and integrate all perceptions/experiences( alluding to reincarnation, astral
projection/interdimensional travel, and overall self-mastery). Simply put, we co-shape our own mythologies/stories,
culture, sciences, to the degree that we encourage different environments to merge in more complimentary ways(
ranging from one's inner mind to the collective, the physical world to the ultra-physical, and so on). This encourages
outer environments to merge, since they mirror us to an extent - thus stabilizing a hyper-accelerating cosmos. This can
lead to a world of diverse possibilities, a multi-mirroring universe, yet we can still maintain our personal, stabilizing
connection amongst the endless probabilities - hence, allowing to enjoy life's buffet..

OBSERVATIONS FROM BEYOND
THESE ARE THE REFLECTIONS OF SCRIBBLES, AN ADVANCED EXTRA-DIMENSIONAL ENTITY FROM A REALM BEYOND
HEAVEN AND HELL, TIME AND SPACE - INFINITY ITSELF. HE'S SO RADIANT AND TALL THAT NO ONE NOTICES HIM
STROLLING ABOUT BOSTON. HE'S ON HIS WAY TO THE DOWNTOWN DISTRICT:
So this is what you call a city. All these traffic lights, constantly changing from green to red, programming you in a
Pavlovian way - I see similiar colors and patterns in your seductive ads and entertainment media as well . Stop, go, wait,
hurry - run. No wonder that you love and hate on impulse and diassociation. Beat one light, so that you can make the
next, otherwise you'll wait for minutes. I'm more impressed with the evasive tactics of pedestrians than with your
celebrated quarterbacks. But I'm more shocked, yet not surprised by the fierceness of the competition: cars vs
pedestrians, and people cutting each other off like defensive lineman. So many interesting strategies being played out,
which can be better applied to teamwork, and learning more integrating patterns - patterns in games/systems
potentially more stimulating and empowering than chess , linguistics, or mathematics.
Public spaces are reserved for citizens in our world. We walk about with a sense of harmonious individuality, like swans.
There are no divisive streets or congesting highways. Our transportation is almost entirely underground. But people
ignore each other here, as they go in and out of stores, or sit alone on park benches. Almost everyone communicates
through their Iphones. Texting is the new neurosis in the respect that if one becomes bored, or comes across someone
or something they don't like, they pull out the phone and start pressing away, like some reverse weapon. And they take
pictures - as opposed to photographing -as if needing evidence of the very things they can see more immediately and
internalize more deeply.
What's this thing you call social etiquette, which is mostly praticed by the 'educated' and 'cultured'? The higher classes
seem tamed and repressed, like prize dogs, not truly cultured - as opposed to embracing their dynamic, multi-faceted
selves. You either have misguided rebels, or one-dimensional conformists, and everything in-between is a mutation.
When you realize how radical reality is, you'll cease to rebel against it, and when you understand how empowering it is,
you'll stop trying to control or defer to it. These so-called social skills kill, discouraging transparency and intimacy,
because one has to learn tactics to undo artificial blocks created by conditioning. However, in our world, we sense each
other to the depth that we use few words; we size each other up in a good way. This level of perception and sensitivity
isn't so mysterious. It's no different than art appreciation - only you see possibilities even in the bad, be it 'objectionable'
attitudes or crooked drawing lines; inept technique alludes to other possibilities. Our social skill correlates to our overall
cultivation: we see nothing as irrelevant: this paradoxically encourages independant components to re-align in greater
forms, be it limitless opportunities in work, education, social relations, or in the healthy diversification of our gene pool,
and other symbiotic environmental factors.
We see with this heightened artistic appreciation in such a hyper-accelerated way that persons, scenes, and things slow
down and reveal themselves, like masterpieces in progress.
I never knew such a crowded area can feel so lonely.There's always a festivity taking place In our world, anywhere. Our
social challenge is about being acquanted with all strangers until everyone is known, as opposed to avoiding them. I
notice that certain persons are especially ignored here, those who are labeled poor, homeless, lazy, and as 'undesirable'
minorities. Those terms are alienating even to me. I notice that these 'unfortunate souls' have the same look: attired in
dirty, ragged clothes as they hobble about, either drunken or afflicted with some disease. Have these people been
poisoned? But sometimes when I hear them talk, they make witty remarks, they don't just curse and ramble. I hear
sparks of humanity in their hoarse, raspy, drug-ravaged voices, as they comment about the park and its activities.
Maybe you're all poisoned, as I notice these chimneys, manholes, and automobiles emitting toxins. It's like being in
some vast industrial gas chamber. Yet people ignore it all, even as they cough and rub their reddened eyes.

I see alot of wasted potential in these people. But even your brightest minds are misdirected. Architects continue to
create segregating infrastructures - ironically reflecting the division within the individual and society - chemists and
biologists keep replicating geo-biological processes in divisive, synthetic ways, as opposed to encouraging bio-diversity
which is inherantly self-correcting/replenishing, physicists keep isolating particles which weighs down your oppressing,
isolating, Darwinian reality even more, and teachers keep assessing persons in terms of high intelligence, average, and
low, as opposed to navigating the intellectual spectrum. We assess our students based on their natural habits, how they
arrange their toys, make notes, and other personalized patterns, no matter how trivial. We extract this information
based on their abilities, as if analyzing and nourishing their 'intellectual DNA', rather than assessing intelligence. We
never talk down to our children, or limit our conversation to small talk. We spread positive contagiants, by treating them
like potential masters, as we discuss any subject. Perhaps you can adopt this approach and be like angelic talent scouts,
by assessing their potential via informal conversations or by studying their blogs.
Though mapped by data, your self-perpetuating systems are spawned from dying, virus-like processes . Their data is
modeled on a model of isolation, which is not unlike interpretation, as opposed to synergestic systems , revealing
themselves accordingly to your depth of perception.
For instance, our engineers, architects, educators, politicians, and scientists resolve divisions, merely by modeling our
infrastructure and other systems after the natural intersecting pathways produced by quantum mechanics, and other
fundamentally diverse, synergestic proceses. For example, we designed a super-efficient global transit system, which
replicates the dynamics of teleportation and galactic alignments. It's comprised of bridges which are the size of whole
continents. They're segmented at many levels and points, able to separate and re-align in many forms, thus serving any
function. They can form into trans-continental routes which simultaneously function as titanic trains or sleds, or as
hyper-stable tunnels and highways for whatever appropriate, interchangeable vehicle.
If you want to travel from this city, Boston to Tokyo, you could get there in 20 minutes. You simply board an elevator to
the appropriate level of the Eastern continental bridge. It then turns counter-clockwise to connect with the Pacific
bridge. The bridge is made up of half-mile components which turn safely with the momentum, and each component is
shaped specifically, whether triangular, angular, spherical, hexagonal,for the sake of support and leverage( like wellcoordinated limbs performing dynamic actions, whether throwing, punching). It's like some vast, elaborate rollercoaster
supported on carousels, separating into aircraft and vehicles accordingly to the trajectory.

But who am I exactly, and how do I know these things? I'm the product of an alternate course of evolution. You had the
opportunity to take this course, but your fear and immediate survival needs blocked you to other possibilities. I
originated on your planet, Earth. Many races bordering the animal, reptillian, and other lifeforms, co-existed among the
African, Asiatic, Nordic, and nomadic tribes. Compared to the many warring, giant peoples, my tribe, the Cubsters, were
furry, muscular, and small in stature.
We flourished during the Ice Age. Besides hunting and gathering, we made time to stargaze and envision realities
beyond the the pragmatic and material level. We told stories, and created works of art , modeled after the very
changing patterns we saw in nature. These seemingly insignificient, playful cultural activities deepened our perception,
and we saw even greater patterns in the nightsky, waterfall, and soil. We translated these patterns into blueprints for
our farming, engineering systems, and sciences; creating the appropriate tools and systems . Our very tools and culture
evolved in ways that complimented our physical evolution.
Our minds expanded to the point that we outgrew farming, hunting, and plundering. We simplified our food supply to
supplemental drinks. Their nutrients were extracted from rain, snow, dew, and other coelescing environmental
processes. Our bodies and minds were all the more strengthened. Our healthy aura spread through much of our plains,

like replenishing winds, attracting higher atmospheric phenomena, like fertilizing, multicolored rain, and stimulating,
lightning-like frequencies. These jagged, blade-like beams of energy were physically visible and prominent in those days,
before they were fragmented into photons, protons, and particles. This synergistic contagent spread out even to some
predatory, prehistoric beasts, the Kenisaurs. These super-saurs outgrew their primordial instincts, and used their
bulldozer-like tusks, and scythe-like claws to farm the lands. these beastS who once once hunted us, now helped us,
since we formed a telepathic connection.
Meanwhile, other tribes and animals kept fighting for diminishing food supplies. These self-devouring cycles caused
ecological imbalance in the forms of floods, storms - while leading to the development of evermore ferocious and dense
predators , like carnivorous dinosaurs. Greater cataclysms ensued, like meteor showers and missile-like comets, in
response to a hyper-stressed environment. But we remained non-discriminating bio-conduits, attracting, resolving, and
reshaping residual information/ discarded catalysts. Our mindfulness and hyper-sensitivity to the elements produced a
more biological process of alchemy. Thus our bodies changed, cellurarly, and we emitted fertilizing radiation via bioenergetic vibrations.
To summarize, while the rest of the Earth was being damaged, our atmosphere changed through our revitilizing breathe
and permeating auras - affecting even hemispheres beyond in synergestic ways. This also produced non-destructive
vacuums, typhoons, tornadoes, and the like.This in turn formed lifelines between complimentary organisms and
environments. Parts of other worlds/climates merged with ours, since clusters of matter and energy were more unified
and malleable/shape-shifting. We were able to map out the cosmic hologram, and see how infinite probalities could
translate into or coeslesce with particles, eco-systems, interchangeable evolutionary processes, and even material
systems like science, art, religion, and the like.
How did we map it out exactly, and why is it essential to your own evolution? First, I must stress that the most expansive
spectrum incorporates all probabilities( because its holographic and sentient in nature). The most progressive,
empowering probabilities predominate here. In this sense all organisms, environments, and their navigational systems
and tools of manipulation are complimentary sentient systems, pertaining to both the organic and inorganic; one is
simultaneously a body and vehicle, comprising the whole of whatever greater organism, sentient system, or psychedelic
climate.
One can teleport oneself to any dimension. You can experience any being's life, and explore as many possibilities that
your grounded, compassionate curiousity can envision or sense. You can even manifest yourself as your own planet, and
separate yourself into a whole civilization. You can shape-shift into organic craft and vehicles, so that one of your selves
can board them - all this is not unlike some video game in which you co-shape your environment. Thus it requires vast
skills and broad perspectives in order to properly navigate greater spectrums of integration, and operate within them.
For example, in percieving/manifesting hyper-spacial alignments, one has the high calculating skills of a master
chessplayer and mathematician; in opening portals and stabilizing contrasting tensions, one has the prowess of a martial
arts master, superstar athlete, and Chi gong/ yoga master.
Simply put, our openness enabled the universe to reveal its secrets - which expanded our hearts and mind all the more.
This resulted in eternal informational flows; we receieved epiphanies by the moment, as if our very curiousity allowed
the cosmos to expand and fill any opening. Our answers pre-empted the problems; one need not 'nip them at the bud'.
Problem solving was different for us: since the answers were so much greater than problems, they allowed them to
resolve themselves, not unlike seeds or spores growing or spreading into greater, more symbiotic forms. This in contrast
to your current paradigm of huge problems requiring temporary solutions .
We didn't necessarily create a formal science, art, religion, or any other navigational system. Again, reality itself is the
ultimate system, and all consciousness are its corresponding systems. This is why we were able to tune in to the

universe at the holographic level. We envisioned the psychic bridge, which is comprised of complimentary particles, and
coelescing environmental conditions. Much of the unusual astrological phenomena you see, like some nebulas, eclipses,
elecro-magnetic disturbances, intermingling processes of dark matter,and the like, were actually our borderexperiences'( e.g., interdimensional activities).
The closest human interpretation of this very sentient process of alignment can be termed 'astral projection'.We didn't
master any skills, rather, the skills, or probabilities 'overtook' us. This allowed us to do anything in the border-realms of
unexplored probabilities, which by the limitations of your reality can translate into performing superhuman displays of
strength and athleticism, time travelling, creating and starring in blockbuster movies, or exploring any probability and
desire.
Imagine experiencing all highs, mastering any skill, and learning any lesson? Is it possible in a 'hyper-relative' way( in a
world beyond limitation and categorization)for an individual to be a great physicist, Hollywood celebrity, superstar
athete, superhero, and great friend/lover - yet still be humble and retain your humanity? When faced with this, you'll
realize how divisive and primitive your endeavors are. Your competitive arenas, PHDs and overall education are causing
you to regress, and even your most elite fields are desensitizing you to greater possibilities.
However, our extra-dimensional ventures have enabled us to see another way for your species to survive, and possibly
take our route. It's never too late, because your best selves are waiting to align with you. The compassionate impulse is
the ultimate self-preserving mechanism of the universe: numerous obstacles and dilemmas paradoxically create more
opportunities - to the degree that reality will be pure healing consciousness. It will eventually re-assimiliate everything
for the better, though you can tune in and jumpstart this process anytime.
We saw your highest future, while exploring other probabilities. Some of these possibilities eventually manifested
themselves as your great wars, revolutions, disasters, and periods of enlightment.
For example, we intervened in certain Apocalyptic struggles, like the Battle of Stalingrad, Okinawa, the Vietnam War,
etc., in pure, abstract form. The great, rampaging armies, whether American, German, Russian, appeared to us as
malformed, robotic titans, who wielded thunderbolts and comets from their gargantuan wagons. But we planted many
seeds of restoration in even the most cataclysmic moments, like mass firebombings, atomic bombings, and the like.
These seeds are ready to blossom into cures for your worst historical wounds. Even those who had perished horribly
coud be healed, and all that was lost and destroyed can be restored, if you can learn to acknowledge this truama. Your
very progress depends upon healing old wounds at the root. This will unearth all-connecting solutions. This is true
symbiosis. But I'll describe the ultimate intermediary system, which exists in a probable zone between your limited,
dwindling 3-D world and non-comprimising reality. I do this in the hope that you can envision its blueprint:
We saw your species create the ultimate border- system; between all ideas, experiences, and educational
systems. It was called the Omni-spectrum computer. It could navigate reality in its totality, like some more scientific
version of an oracle, incorporating the deductive processes of biology, physics, and other sciences, including
metaphorical mediums like art and spirituality. Simply put, it was an informational system even greater than science and
religion combined, since it defied boundaries.
The Omni-computer had various cameras which could detect the faintest hues and most fleeting frequencies, on levels
beyond the detection of infra-red sensors, microscopes, and telescopes. It was if all perceptions were incorporated as
well: the ultra-sensitive lenses of insects, birds, and all animal life; the info-processing abilities of even microbes, cells,
amoebas, particles, and other 'sentient matter'. You literally could compute with God's thoughts. But this was not
artificial intelligence - though it utilized aspects of A.I. This computer was receptive to the stimuli of the holographic,
sentient omniverse. Hence, higher information illuminated the residual, conglomorated, biological, meteorological,
ecological data of your environment.

This skyscraper-like formation of computers were aligned over an ultra-geometric 'architectural zone' called the
'Quantum Aquaduct System'. These colorful, crystal-shaped, slanted/oblique banks contained varying supersymmetries, highlighted accordingly to the electro-magnetic fluctutations. It was not unlike some complex sun dial, able
to calculate beyond time and space. Their shimmering contours could attract, reflect, concentrate, and project
conglomorated energies within the immediate environment and beyond.
Using this complimentary information, you could map out the universal body, diagnose its unresolved truamas, identify
its various ills( social problems, bacterial plagues/viruses, neurosis, and other indirectly related destructive historical
patterns) stemming from those very truamas. In essence, you're using the psycho-somatic approach on the collective
level, to resolve unhealed social wounds and the environmental degradation which correlates to them. And you could
prescribe symbiotic cures via a more flexible, multi-disciplinary approach ( i.e., a more socially integrated form of selfcultivation in which you refer to pre-existing systems/tradition/culture, as opposed to being subserviant to them). This
intregated problem-solving can be applied to your sciences and educational systems as well - ultimately, bridging the
rifts between individuals and social problems, since all challenges indirectly affect each other. The more you're aware of
the environment, the better you can co-shape it, otherwise you'll be subjected to its impersonal forces. Is it better to
have some consent with something which affects you regardless if whether you acknowledge it or not?
For example, I saw how you mapped out complex electro-magnetic strands of hyper-concentrated, energetic residue. It
resembled inter-woven, rainbow-colored videotape , or holographic film, an atmospheric recording of all events,
phenomena, and experiences. You could extract memories, fertile energies, and other coelescing, self-replenishing
residual information from this film, and study them on the appropriate computers. You could encourage this sentient
data to flourish in even more symbiotic manners - applicable to the needs of individuals as well
For instance, this information was made available to everyone on their computers. One could navigate their day, merely
by seeing how their innermost being/deeper frequencies corresponded to the greater cycles of the environment and
cosmos. In this sense, one's home computer acted like a personal psychic, just like the Omni-computer acted as a
tangible oracle for the whole. Sentient bio-computing programs could navigate your thoughts and actions, in a way
more more akin to multidimensional mirrors than a totalitarian system . This formed telepathic, counter-gravitional(
energetic levels beyond the electric, magnetic) connections to your highest selves, residing in the hologram. Your best
selves( best as defined by the laws of progressive probabilities) assessed your needs, abilities, strengths, and
weaknesses, accordingly to the trends, or social fluctations. This scientific form of astrology prescribed
recommendations and cures, not unlike Google or Youtube recommending websites based on one's online activity.
This program could design more personalized approaches to learning, accordingly to one's intellectual strengths, or
recommend relationships, based on one's characteristics and desires, and suggest medical remedies or fitness programs,
accordingly to one's health. This more strategic, personalized approach to self-mastery could be applied to any
endeavor, athletic, artistic, educational, and so on. It could also send out your information( per your consent) to other
like-minded individuals - for the purpose of creating more opportunities for everyone. You're more likely to connect
with the appropriate mentors, friends, acquantances, and lovers - a more organic way of matching you with kindred
spirits..
The Omnicomputer could untangle many knots at all levels, the biological/evolutionary, ecological, historical, and
psychological. This 'all-sensing' system enabled people to acknowledge that they are at the mercy of an artificial,
discriminating Darwinian environment carrying out its own eugenics program. This eugenics-fueled environment
flourished because it merely mirrored your own unresolved issues( stored as junk DNA) and limiting beliefs( hiearchy,
racial superiority, and the like). Even the most well-meaning and liberal among you could not hope to obtain freedom,
justice, and equality for all, unless you understand how that impersonal environment works. Otherwise, you'll be at the
mercy of something so self-perpetuating that it'll continue to manufacture stunted geniuses, people with disabilities, or

persons with a 'predisposition' to mediocrity..and you'll never outgrow your games of high-tech, sophisticated
primitivism: competition, indoctrinating education, over-emphasization of either the self or collective, nor outgrow 'us
aginst them mentalities' But you could turn this around, and make the environment serve your best interests.
This technology can raise you to our level: where we're free to do anything, beyond the laws of known physics.
If you can navigate the Omnispectrum, you'll realize that it is but one infinite planet, or a 'Planet Cosmos'. All of its
lifeforms, whether physical or non-physical, mirror each other to an extent. This is not unlike the many ethnicities and
animal species of your world, which developed accordingly to their environment, yet their were still some
commonalities - especially in their collective unconscious and evolutionary drive to thrive in less-compromising ways . In
this greater since, everything is converging at a sentient point of singularity.
For example, a mere conversation, business meeting, social gathering, or whatever mundane activity, can intersect with
the activities of even 'aliens'. This can occur on levels beyond the sub-atomic, and their actions can affect your own to
an extent. In a very remote, yet relative way, we're all doing the same thing in our own way. We're all indirect
extensions of each other, performing tasks and contemplating things not possible if one limits one's universal identity to
one's ego. In this sense, though it's not possible to like everything, we can appreciate and benefit from everyone's
effort, to the degree that we evolve beyond like and dislike.
How are all these transcendental connections made possible? Some worlds exist virtually in the hologram, while others
are sentient physical planets bordering the hologram. The 'physical' planets function within more complimentary levels
of energy and matter, so parts of them can align with all worlds. The inhabitants of all worlds interpret each others'
experiences in very relative ways, which alludes to your very limited terminologies of telepathy, ESP, time travel, astral
projection, channeling, magic, and the like.
However, the evolution of many beings became stunted during their faulty attempts at contact and interdimensional
travel. For instance, some energy-beings from the hologram, whether a humanoid or caveman in the parallel Earth, may
manifest itself as an anomolous frequency or meteorite in the physical world... ultimately, everything is a vast pool of
information and cosmic signals beckoning for proper interpretation and re-integration. Or an alien from a sentient
planet may become a virus-like entity, or ghostly, bacterial residue. Like hermit crabs, these beings may inhabit or
fashion virtual bodies or temporary space suits, in their futile attempt to re-integrate into healthier bodies. This hyperaccelerated shape-shifting process is possible in intermediary layers( possibly within dark matter and the like) because
their info processing capabilities function like a 3-D computer. Perhaps this 'all-consuming ' drive of aliens to find the
appropriate bodies alludes to your abduction and cattle mutilation phenomena, in the respect they're seeking
'compatible genes'.
Applying this to your ancient Earth history, some advanced tribes likes Atlantis, Egypt, and other lost civilizations had
already created the very sentient computing system that I'm describing to you. They had navigated the cosmos as best
as they could at the time, and communicated with other consciousness. Though they gained great knowledge, their lack
of grounded/compassionate curiosity, self-realized, well-educated citizenry, and true democracy, made them
subserviant to parasetic alien forces - though these restless forces, like the fickle humans that followed them, were all
driven by the greater need to integrate, whether unbeknownest to them or not.
Like the the aliens' faulty attempts at time traveling, Earth's greatest tribes also suffered cosmic repurcussions. During
their teleportation experiments, some Earthlings suffered from 'soul fragmentation', a kind of split personality disorder
of the collective consciousness. Aspects of their souls/minds were assimiliated into astro-evolutionary vacuums,
merging with other 'lost cosmic souls'. Their unethical use of the Omni-computer also caused great ecological
imbalances and turbulences, like eathquakes, solar flares, and other cataclysms. In this psychic sense, cataclysmic
phenomena is telekenitic in origin, not unlike poltergeists. Its merely a mis-use of 'The Force', or free energies, and it is

waiting to re-align with us. Otherwise, they'll be assimiliated into the environmental vacuums of self-preserving,
discriminating, synthetic realities, like our unresolved thoughts.
But if you rediscover this technology, and want to avoid a similiar fate - and possibly help re-integrate other lost beings remember that it's but an extension of your basic systems. Teleporting oneself to other realities, in other bodies, is no
different than boarding a plane to some country, or donning a costume for Halloween, or putting on scuba gear for
deep-sea diving - transient activities in which you have some conscious control over. But if you don't properly navigate
the environment, or if you're still immature, you'll also suffer from soul fragmentation, a kind of multi-dimensional form
of schizophrenia. A passion for learning and following one's dream/desires, having compassion, transparency, openheartedness, along with being mindful of one's needs, as well as the needs of others, intertwined with a genuine desire
for universal peace can help one mature.
Otherwise contaminated universal residue/karma, emanating from historical atrocites, such as nefarious attempts at
social engineering(mind control experiments, genocidal wars, shady dealings,) no matter how great or insignificent, can
accumulate into junk DNA, or deeply-imbedded psychological blocks. These blocks exist both within the individual, and
in his or her ancestry. Psychologically, it can manifest as deeply-ingrained prejudices and primordial tribalism, or
physically as wasting deseases, replicating the horrors of the atomic bombings on Japan, or of the Agent Orange/napalm
attacks on Vietnam. This truama is also encoded in horror movies, music,and other media, including the 'passiveaggressive attitudes of 'polite society'( e.g., tyrannical notions of responsibility, expectations, and black and white ideals
of morality).
This residue has its own mind control mechanism, stemming from the long-forgotten activities of various fascist groups.
It can influence susceptible minds in the forms of psychosis, random impulses to kill, destroy, torture, follow destructive
trends. If you don't come to terms with your history, no one will be immune to its residue or 'fallout'. Even the well-todo', and well-bred, will be susceptable to neurosis, illness, or whatever affliction. But the flipside to this, is that there's
also alot of dormant healthy truths encoded in your culture as well. Which is how I rewrote my code, and found my way.
But how did I do this exactly; what was my practice? How is it that I'm able to do whatever I want , and go wherever I
want, while contributing to and helping others in ways that empower me, not drains me? I simply created my own
culture, religion, art medium, science, and educational system. I did this, ironically by referencing established systems,
like aspects of culture( movies, books, ideas) that resonate with me. Finding one's way requires utilizing universal
information( something even deeper than archetypes) as a common means.
I teleport myself anywhere, experiencing even the most impersonal realites through the things I love and identify with. I
love sci-fi movies, giant monster films, and anime, and hot girls with sexy legs. My passions and interests shape my
reality. Even repulsive things conform to my personalized medium. Your claustrophobic, polluted cities look radiant and
heavenly in my world. People who I would find unattractive or unappealing resemble cool mecha and wild aliens. And
I'm able to translate their muddled language via my all-inclusive, telepathic, hyper-sensitive language.
More specifically, I go deep within, whenever I long for something. If I want to see something great, I turn off the TV or
computer, shut my eyes and open my mind. Empowering ideas and wondrous imagery flood my senses. The ultimate
search engine is in your mind, the greatest movie screen as well. It plays nothing but epics and coming attractions.
I return to Earth. I catch a young woman stargazing. The luminescent, fluctuating celestial body that she's admiring is
mine. And I see my human reflection in her smiling eyes. She turns back from the subway, and enters an antiquated
bookshop she that never bothered to check out before. Even through the faded stone walls, I see that she's headed
towards the speculative science-fiction aisle. She walks with certainty she's , like someone finding a cure in a store of
natural remedies.

'QUANTUM AQUADUCT SYSTEM' - This multidimensional architectural system functions as the ultimate computer,
incorporating ancient, present, and future computing systems. Its varying symmetries and colorful, conclave patterns
are light-sensitive buttons: ultra-sensitive to cosmic signals, or the virtual/quantum computing systems cf the
holographic system-consciousness( where our highest selves reside). We use our physical technology( via equations
encouraging organic, hyper-acceleration) to channel and stabilize the conglomerated, residual energetic flows of
complimentary dimensions, not unlike hoses and bouys manipulating contrasting water pressures, whether for the
purpose of compression, wave formations( i.e., a 'wave pool'), ripples, etc. This piece depicts the electro-magnetic
construction of the interdimensional bridge between all realities.

'’BALANCING THE FLOW OF OUR SUPPRESSED POTENTIAL'- Scientists navigate the cosmic hologram of progressive
possibilities, in an effort to devise a blueprint for a democratic, dynamic society; a society that's attuned to the varying
needs and abilities of its diverse members. They diagnose our collective mind block as being a gemstone-like iceberg.
They apply the appropriate light( through the use of physics tech, combined with the data of our affirmations, prayers,
hopes/wishes, and prayers)), which melts it in a non-destructive way. The resultant flow is stabilized by multi-geometric
and assymetrical canals. This dynamic event which occurs on the macro can then be applied in the immediate world, via
joint mediative/psychological visualizations and electrode stimulation( for the purpose of 'mind liberation', not mind
control).’

'Geo-alchemical Urban Renewal ' depicts a crane-like device pouring down cosmic fertilizer on some decaying
infrastructure, rather than leveling them in a wasteful manner. Old structures act as the foundation for a more organic,
interconnected city, like smooth terrain forming over valleys, and other uneven areas, after centuries of climate change.
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‘ONVERTING TOXIC WASTE INTO FERTILIZER' - The functions of this tank are similiar to the natural, selfcleansing, energy-renewing alchemical cosmic processes, i.e., solar emissions, black hole 'friction', and the like. it uses
this synergistic, fertile process to purify toxic waste into cooling fertilizer.

'

“INTERCONTINENTAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM' - This interchangeable physical system, comprised of bridge-vehicles
and tunnel-craft, is modeled after the fluctuating, teleporting, quantum-techno-systems of the holographic universe.

'

NEURO-NETWORK OF HAPPY THOUGHTS' - Misery isn't as all-pervading as it seems. Unseen, electro-magnetic fields,
containing positive thoughts and experiences exist throughout the environment. If we can tune in, we can attract even
more positive energies and empwering information via association. We can enhance our intelligence and mental health.

'LONGER PATHS EQUATE TO GREATER STRUCTURES'

'HOLOGRAPHIC FORENSICS PROJECTOR' - This hologram projector can re-construct historical events, accordingly to the
residue and psychic impressions of the object placed inside it. This illustration depicts the imaging of an ancient, swordlike tool. Its history is revealed via fingerprints, visual hues, and auras, representing the many beings which held it.

‘'DIFFERENT PORTALS TO THE SAME ALIEN-GOD' - The merging universe is creating more portals - to the degree that
all meet in the appropriate vessel, anywhere in a centralized reality. Anything can be portal, a skyscraper,
mausoleum, tree, or robot. Physical structures align with the non-physical on infinite levels beyond the Ying and Yang.

'L

‘USING THE WASTED MOTIONS OF ONE WORLD TO WEAVE ANOTHER' - Tai Chi, mindful walking/observation can
cultivate sysnergistic/holographic perception, which sees mundane details and actions such as streets, crowds, and the
like, coming together as a virtual mandala. These bio-psychic impressions can be used as dream-weaving data, during
heightened states of consciousness.

'OUTER DIMENSIONS ARE REALLY OUR INVERTED PERCEPTIONS'

'MAGNETIC WAYS OF LEARNING'

‘

RE-IMAGINING THE GENE POOL’

'IN BETWEEN DIMENSIONS'
'IN BETWE'IN BETWEEN DIMENSIONS'

‘IN BETWEEN DIMENSIONS’

‘EMBODYING THE WHOLE ACCORDINGLY TO THE POINT OF RELATIVITY' - this locomotive represents the ultimate
holographic equation: which always contains the whole accordingly to the light or perception of the observer. This allpermeating, yet all-inclusive perspective alludes to teleportation/interdimensional travel, remote viewing, and other
processes beyond division, conflict, and bias.

'ALL RESOURCES WASTED ON THE ULTIMATE WEAPON'

‘WE'RE GREATER THAN THE TOOLS THAT DAMAGE US'
'

'

‘TRAIN-BRIDGE/FIRE TRUCK, TO KEEP THE FUTILE EXPRESS GOING.'

'

‘FENG-SHUI ALIGNMENT FOR GODDESS' - arranging mundane objects like books and paper can manifest a
goddess in another reality.

'GODDESSMOTHER INTERVENING IN FIREBOMBING' - A goddess appears in one of the the intermediary timelines of the
cosmic hologram, to heal history's most unfortunate victims: those who had perished in the atomic bombings on Japan,
the firebombings on various cities, the napalm and Agent Orange attacks on Vietnam, and other atrocities. Though these
horrors can't be erased, she plants seeds which can resolve those traumas - to the degree that they're resolved in a
transcendental way - if we tune in right.

DARING TO ASSESS THE IMPOSSIBLE
INTRO:
What if its possible for all truths to co-exist? Can conflicting ideas such as science, religion, and the paranormal even
compliment each other? Can everyone be wrong after a fashion, yet still be right on a very base level? Do we all
fundamentally agree, in the sense that we want the same things( security, meaning, peace, friendship, and the like) yet
our different backgrounds and conditioning gives us the illusion that we're at odds with each other? Can we learn a
deeper, more sensitive language that's still dynamic? Or can we concoct our own languagues, yet still understand each
other on the vibrational level; creating more individualized variations on culture, religion, science, and education? Can
we co-ordinate all the senses/regions of the mind in a permeating Helen Keller kind of way, seeing beyond the
limitations of the 3D world? Will this result in an all-inclusive perception, a kind of 'logic-based clairvoyance', that
enables us to appreciate the relevance of all persons; seeing very interaction as an opportunity, not as a waste of time?
Can all this culminate in a new system, even more expansive, inclusive, and efficient than the sciences, and other
predominant educational systems?
But how does one broaden one's perception and deepen our understanding exactly, so as to improve our language?
These writings are an attempt to describe the elusive nature of the very multi-layered reality which beckons us for an
understanding, and hence, a more integrated means of communication. I also describe an imaginary symbiotic
engineering project that is trying to bridge all realities: between the psychological, material, cosmic, and beyond.
For instance, in deciphering this convoluted reality, how does one develop logic-based clairvoyance? One should strive
to see everything as information; every moment, social interaction, pattern( whether found in nature (i.e., rock
formations, environmental conditions, rustling of leaves, etc. or whatever form of dynamic, organic communication) is
an indirect clue within the obvious clues - in fact, one encourages abundant synchronicities and connections by seeing
the relevance of all things, as opposed to waiting around for omens or' signs'. In this sense, rythms, patterns, and the
observer's mindful ability to make connections via free-association can result in an informational flow of higher, more
synecratic possibilities - even wrong notions or guesses can be clues. This broader perception encourages self-sustaining
continuums or widening/ever-evolving cycles, as opposed to self-perpetuating cycles; coelescing into dynamic
informational systems which provide many answers to one problem, rather than comprimising the info pool with an
over-emphasization on a specific solution, or particular arena.
In assessing the dynamics of reality, are even our proven sciences mere interpretations of evolving, multi-layered
spectrums? For instance, does the concept of quantum physics (and other fields) paradoxically manifest physics in
virtual form, and we inevitably concoct the appropriate equations and formulas to navigate and manipulate it - yet this
still isn't the totality of reality? Do we complicate our own evolution by concocting synthetic realities that function as
regressive Pandora's boxes or Matrixes?
This allows for all manner of wild possibilities on the holographic level, where information is in-flux/interchangeable.
Maybe the climate, environment, and space itself evolves accordingly to our ability to percieve it. The universe is shapeshifting: at one time the Earth may've been flat, and all manner of gods ruled. Maybe aliens( whether they exist literally,
or as 'intelligent' particles, or as'symbolic paradigms/archetypes corresponding to our unawakened minds) seeded us in
certain dimensions, or in adjoining worlds, and religous/mythic gods created us differently in other realms - somehow
these 'continental' dimensions separated and merged via evolutionary/Darwinan singularities on Earth... Homo Sapiens,
and other immediate lifeforms are the sum total of 'diverse' cosmic births'.
Now the aliens and gods are in limbo to an extent. Perhaps parts of them are in our DNA, and other parts exist as
thought forms trying to communicate and re-integrate with everything via psychic/spiritual visions, artistic inspirations,
hallucinations, schizophrenia and other misunderstood mental afflictions, through cosmic radiation, and other

evolutionary catalysts as well. These beings became obsolete, or rather , were integrated into higher forms of
information as our minds expanded and ideas evolved . Or maybe in response to our blind evolution, the aliens and
gods have evolved into even more ineffable beings, and they have re-created us - adding yet another twist to the cosmic
scheme.
Again, the possibilites are limitless in a spectrum beyond our reckoning. In terms of our processing abilities, this info
appears quite abstract, bordering many senses, the visual, tactile, intellectual, and intuitive - stemming from our
inability to properly understand our own ongoing inception, taking place on a hyper-psychedelic level beyond beyond
time and space. This 'big bang of consciousness' is the hyper-accelerated birthing of an ultimate reality . Yet, its a reality
which corresponds to our own via our highest activities( arts, entertainment, cultural festivities, and the like) and best
traits( our compassion and highest hopes/dreams). Its the highest spectrum of experiences, where we're truly 'free' to
follow our free will. It's also the highest artistic medium: surreal worlds which we co-shape, accordingly to our
compassionate imaginations. It's the ultimate free energy system as well, incorporating all technological functions,
whether of transportation, construction, various forms of engineering - only on an anti-gravitational, quantum, shapeshifting level.
However, our inability to identify and inhabit the 'virtual suits', 'vehicles', and 'corresponding systems'( mere extensions
of mundane activities like theme parks, vacations, higher education, or other things in which we have some conscious
awareness of) are actually the paraphysical systems of convoluted realities within the hologram - things which we have
mis-identified as UFOS, gods, aliens, mystical visions, and multi-layered cosmic energies. Hence, our ignorance and
insensitivity has left us with the threat of being taken over by these 'adjoining realities' in many forms: 'The Babel of
changing perceptions' being a probability. This dream-like event - a metaphor for social collapse or some climate crisis will test our sanity as we find ways to properly translate its holographic data. Thus the necessity for a more integrating
language, and perception beyond judgement , fear, guile, deception, and condemnation. Besides this surreal event, the
likely threat of climate change and mass extinction exist, including the supernatural threats of the Apocalypse, alien
invasions and other things stemming from our chaotic imaginations, or perhaps they will all conglomorate into the
holographic nightmare.

Whether in literal or metaphoric form, these threats are possible, because again, this paragonal reality borders all
perceptions/experiences. Because we haven't come to a compassionate, yet 'non-totalitarian' consensus about the
symbiotic workings of reality, our misinterpretations and projections( based on bias, fear, repression, and conditioning)
have especially resulted in many synthetic, Darwinian, parasetic, oppressive interpretations of timeless events within
the hologram( i.e., in the form of various Pandora's boxes and Matrixes; control systems and opressive idealogies in all
worlds which mirror our limiting belief systems and fears as well).
To further elaborate upon our stunted inception, it's possible that all consciousness is still interpreting some timeless
event accordingly to their receptivity, like some surreal, nightmare-like disaster that a particular populace experiences,
and is forced to experience over and over in different forms( i.e., 'karma') until they properly understand the event. That
incident is like a crime, war, or other life-changing event, which we struggle to make sense of. But we never truly resolve
the truama , nor uncover new opportunities, since we project opinions about what our shared experience means, based
on ignorance, fear, immaturity, and prejudice. This confusion causes the event to persist, or manifest in misleading
ways, according to our distorted perceptions.
On the Karmic level, its residue can shape synthetic realities, or send out virus-like catalysts which infect the
environment, giving us the illusion that these after-effects are a necessary part of some cosmic scheme. In actuality, this
event is merely the explosive prelude to something greater, leading to a vast path of pure possibilities. Maybe this

collective projection is an intermingling of various revelations, a calculation of virtual memories of events that are sure
to occur, like visions of some past golden age that didn't happen in the way we think ('Atlantis'), or the Apocalypse, or
some utopean future. This is simultaneously disturbing and enlightening, but the good news is that since this shared
vision begs for a compassion-based consensus, it can be the means to establishing non-comprimising social connections,
or formulating recipes for all manner of environmental, symbiotic connections, i.e., innovations in the various sciences.
To summarize, we're in a fluctuating, eternal state of inception, self- realization, confusion/schizophrenia,
somnambulism, and re-generation...and what we don't acknowledge affects us by the micro-second.. Potentially, our
conscious and unconscious selves can be so aligned, that we're literally the best we can be without trying. There's no
need to pursue futile goals, or to compete, because one has access to a fertile, nurturing environment of pure
possibilities, both in the real world, and in worlds beyond since everything without mirrors itself on the quantum level.
We can simultaneously create a paradise on Earth, by envisioning its holographic blueprints on the outskirts of reality which paradoxically allows it to manifest in all realities. This can resolve many contrasts and dualities, such as life and
death, energy and matter, positive and negative, since reality will become one malleable 'planet cosmos'
Otherwise, our undeveloped ideas can also translate into ambigous evolutionary information in other areas of the
cosmic spectrum: for instance, becoming the elixer for gods, the cells of aliens, or the particles for galaxies, and other
evolutionary catalysts. Paradoxically, our ability to think 'unfathomable thought's, such as 'big bangs, black holes'
cosmic beginnings, beginnings before beginnings, new beginnings after endpoints ( 'the afterlife') automatically adds
another continuum of possibilities, either self-correcting or regressive. For instance, our unacquainted thoughts literally
manifest gods or aliens in another holographic time line which, by our immediated time line is shorter, but is eons ahead
of us in another level of inception.
These beings, or other co-evolutionary processes can either help or harm us, accordingly to our development. At worst,
our awakening process can be complicated by the cancerous re-programming catalysts throughout reality( e.g.,
particles, alien lifeforms, gods, and other higher intelligences in order to preserve their hold on dwindling realities. This
cosmic re-programming occurs within the evolutionary processes of intermediary environments( i.e., dimensions, or
other unacquanted areas of a merging spectrum) . At best, our hopes and dreams can 'trickle up' to these forces, and
they can inherit our highest memes. They'll evolve and integrate into beings beyond gods, aliens, and demons,
henceforth, their broadened knowledge will trickle down as well.
In other words, higher visions, whether Utopean, Apocalyptic/prophetic; or ingenious ideas for inventions, and the
means to designing more efficient, or more ethical, humanistic systems( in education, science, economics, etc.), are
fleeting interpretations of this timeless vision of no comprimise and ultimate freedom. The more we see, the more
attuned we'll be to the way( comprised of others' intersecting paths).
The challenge is to use our very limited senses and systems to our advantage - a converging of perceptions if you will - to
formulate a holographic, yet stabilizing quantum, bio- ecological, organic computing system bordering the dynamics and
mechanics of physics, biology, geology, engineering, art, and incorporating the sensibilities of sociology, psychology,
philosophy, spirituality, supernaturalism, and art. This organic, sentient computer can navigate not only our mysterious
inception, while solving immediate social challenges, it can also navigate the coming bio-cosmic climate change, 'The
Neo-Babel'( whether manifested literally or not).
Its conceivable that the 'neo-Babel event' will manifest itself as hallucinations, paranormal phenomena and visions like
the Rapture, Apocalypse, and New Age Mind-shift. Our task is to properly focus this psychic phenomena through the
compassion-based consensus: on what our role is in co-shaping this penultimate free energy system and creative
medium. This can be accomplished both on the individualistic level and social, with a more personalized, yet integrated,

humanistic/ethical approach with our cultural, educational and scientific systems, thus re-structuring our society for the
better in the process.
One can engineer this organic system merely by tapping dormant, more symbiotic informational pools. This is possible
because no person, interaction, or thing is irrelevant, and thus every aspect of reality is a catalyst or self-correcting
agent for symbiotic patterns- especially if it embodies as much of the holographic whole that we can see - everything is
either distantly or indirectly connected. On the humanistic level, non-discriminating perception can resolve racism and
classism, and biases in scientific/educational methods.
Hence our ability ( our boundless, yet discerning imaginations)to focus and stabilize this in-flux spectrum, enables it to
manifest in freer ways, whether as more magnetic particles, higher frequencies, and the like. This fertile zone, on the
most intregational levels of the hologram, enables us to inspire each other as well, constantly bombarding one an other
with healing vibes. We'll thrive in a world of success, as opposed to suceeeding at a discriminatory game based on
failure and futility.
1
The necessity for social unity( and unity of consciousness) will be scientifically proven. For abundant energy requires
even greater mass to stabilize it, and vice versa. In terms of human relations, this translates into non-comprimising
democracy. When faced with social collapse, or whatever Doomsday scenario, even the elite, the so-called mighty( or
rather those who are over-endowed with power, or who are over-priveliged( supported by parasetic, Darwinian forces
trying to maintain an ever-dwindling hold on petty realities.) will be forced to acknowledge that diversity is crucial to
further progress. The elite 'embody' an over-developed hand on our collectively atrophied physique. They'll realize that
the masses possess the very latent assets which they seek with their endeavors, ie, 'the next big thing, be it a trend,
idea. Mass participation stimulates the info pool, producing endless ideas.
Even things like time travel, teleportation, interstellar travel, can only be realized through the consent of all players in
the cosmic game. For instance, secret experiments, whether involving time travel and the like, creates quantum rifts if
performed in isolation. These rifts become synthetic interpretations( i.e., virtual realities and the like) of the very
holographic timeline representing non-comprimising experiences. This also encourages a schizophrenic split in the
collective mind, resulting in even more chaos. Again, diversity on all levels equates to self-nourishing environments.
But how do we encourage mass participation? We simply acknowledge the particular needs of individuals in the hope of
encouraging their potential, and developing their abilities. Education is a two-way street however; the educators
themselves need to be educated as well. Paradoxically, those in power learn from their very students: their uniques
ways of interpreting and reshaping dynamic information. The diversification of information evolves into synergistic
systems, whether educational, environmental.

On the human level, this equates to one being truly free to follow one's 'free will'. Currently, our free will is
comprimised, because of conditioning, and others' misguided attempts to either follow their will, or to control our own.
Our free will is encoded holographically, and thus we manifest it accordingly to our evolving senses and tools compassionate curiosity can lead us to the ultimate path. Pure, non-contradictory information is available on this path,
which widens accordingly, to our openness. Once we understand this, we'll realize that the highest law is ironically nonoppressive, because it represents the expansive, ever-revealing, yet tangible landscape of pure intimacy, noncomprimising experience, and expression - though the rules leading us to the higher law can be oppressive( rules are
meant to be discarded at some point like training wheels). Again, this realization is complicated because all
consciousness is still struggling to make sense of that ultimate vision, constantly creating rifts, which translates into

division in many areas, particurly in the social.This is why so many conflicting realities exist, with their evolutionary
complications, postponing our awakening.
Because we're unable to co-shape our environment with our outside systems, we're at the mercy of the very things(
genetics, physics, geology, and other coelescing evolutionary processes) which should serve us. For instance, most
people are subject to inhuman trends, or the discriminatory, self-preserving processes of synthetic systems( i.e.,
susceptable to all manner of illnesses, learning disabilities, neurosis, crises, and the like) because they're perverted
interpretations of more fertile, self-replenishing, synergistic systems. Thus, these synthetic systems mirror our own
limiting belief systems
Outside systems, ranging from the educational to the societal, to the biological, to the ecological, and so on mirror our
actions because of commonalities, or meeting points in our bio-eco-quantum field( electromagneticism, and other forms
of fertilization and attraction in the cosmic gene pools, and the like). Organic processes which are meant to serve us -are
compelled to become self preserving, one-dimensional, and parasetic in ways they're weren't meant to be. For
example, age-old oppressive paradigms throughout the cosmos, such as of tyranny, hiearchy( caste systems and the
like), racial superiority, distorts information. This discourages informational diversity and malforms our gene pool in the
process. This compels evolutionary dynamics to carry out its own eugenics-based program, correlating to our own
hierarchal beliefs. This results in people being born with disabilities, or persons with genetic predispositions to various
states, constructive and destructive, as opposed to being 'all-aware'. Environment not only affects our genetic
development, but also our genetic pre-disposition, in the form of junk DNA.
Thus, its important to wake up sooner ,rather than later, because our suppressed visons will literally project themselves
onto our immediate environment. It will explode on the scene like some long-buried psychological truama demanding to
be examined and resolved. Our hyper-accelerated, yet imbalanced progess will force fundamentally fertile
environments to purge themselves.
Our environment will change, affecting our perceptions, when 'The Babel of Changing Perceptions' or something similiar
hits. Either we'll go mad or gain great knowledge, depending on one's state. All possible visions( spiritual, paranormal,
et al) will hit us at once. Either we'll co-shape them or let them blind us. Hence, the importance of unifying our
educational systems in order to properly navigate the psychological climate change. Hidden portions of the spectrum,
which we define as dimensions and interstellar worlds will merge, bio-eco-cosmically, bridging the many
cosmic/interdimensional continental drifts. Reality and evolution is mostly shaped by residual information, in the form
of light, vibrations, frequencies, elements, thoughts, and particles.
But we can turn this to our advantage, since our minds are highly receptive, co-shaping a changing environment. Our
ability to translate and interpret all this information is dependant upon our multi-faceted sensitivity, and ability to see
patterns. Patterns can be seen in any form and dynamic. There are neurological patterns, biological, aesthetic, and so on
- all these patterns sharing universal traits as well - hence, the significiance of esoteric systems like astrology, Tarot, I
Ching, and general symbolism. Its probable that many interdisciplinary sub-fields will evolve from the established
sciences, in their attempt to navigate the new climate, like eco-physics, bio-ecology, astro-geology, geo-physics, neurophysics, synecratic engineering, - interchangeable systems which can delve deeper into reality. For example, a physicist
can extract particles from a dimension, and re-create it on the micro and macro levels, like a chemist extracting DNA
from a particular cell to incorporate it with compatible life; a geologist can extract fertile cells, microbes, and other
organic building blocks from rocks, and so on. Hence, multi-dimensional perception allows us to uncover Greater
evolutionary building blocks or systems of navigation.

Higher information is dependant upon our ability to form connections from any point in a pattern. This applies mostly
on the quantum level, the source of all ideas. For instance, one creates portals anywhere, accordingly to one's openness,
one sees symmetries within fluid substances, and codes within specific numbers, words, and ideas.
Belief systems, mathematics, language, and other systems of navigation and education are limited attempts to define
and label things so grand and dynamic, that the best one can do is use structure or whatever system as a reference
point. A reference point enables one to stabilize and co-shape residual portions of the spectrum( comprised of
discarded particles, light, frequencies, vibrations) - hence, the more the portion and reference point holographically
embodies the whole, the greater the connection, allowing for stronger magneticism and diversity of attraction - and a
more synergistic redistributation of shifting information. Our receptivity or suggestibility - and the fine line between
them - to higher information, allows us to use established systems as grounded reference points, in navigating
'improbabilities'( ie, areas unknown to science and logic) . Our openness results in the diversification of our sciences,
schools, and environment( i.e., neuro-diversity, bio-diversity, eco-diversity,and other self-replenishing processes).
For instance, on the electro-magnetic level, we can encourage particles to integrate, or re-integrate into higher
information; integrated particles can evolve into higher bacteria, cells, and other self-correcting evolutionary processes;
all this stimulating the environment and all life in more symbiotic ways. On the humanistic level, this synergistic process
can be used to improve our social and educational systems. This diversity of problem-solving can be incorporated into
many arenas. To summarize, we replicate the 'ultimate path' with the very intersecting bridges leading from the
dwindling outer world to the expanding inner one.
This can drive all species to co-shape an ever-fertile , less comprimising environment. Its encouraging intimacy on all
levels, ranging from the micro to the macro, to the personal and societal/environmental. On the human level, this can
translate into the planning and designing of humanistic, compassionate societies, wherein everyone has access to basic
resources and education, while, on the quantum level, we can encourage all particles, atoms, and genes to coelesce
through more light-sensitive technologies; creating attractive variations of life's building blocks( making them even more
magnetic) - ultimately all processes becoming intimate and complimentary.
Humans are in a unique position to co-shape all this. Their diverse capacities, and abilities to resolve contradictions
enable them to navigate the informational spectrum. They're like sensitive farmers or gardeners with the potential to
create fertile soil and grow nourishing crops. The more the gardener/farmer sees, the more crops and plants she or he
grows. One's openness and compassionate curiosity produces nuero-diversity or neuro-plasticity, which encourages
diversity on all levels beyond the individual and societal, intersecting with the biological, ecological, geological, and so
on. This simple, yet profound mindfulness of diverse evolutionary mechanics is applicable to designing all manner of
harmonious universities, whether peaceful world societies, synergestic, self-sustaining processes in the aftorementioned
fields, which can co-ordinate in many ways.
For example, compassionate thoughts translate into nourishing particles, even in radiation, light, lasers. They incubate
rather than incinerate. One can even flesh out genetic codes, quantum intersections, and other life-patterns to their
fullest, using this nurturing perception.
But how can one exceed their percieved limitations to co-shape an impersonal environment, and can there be a specific
system for interdimensional engineering, ie, navigating one's way through the changing climate? I'll describe this
engineering through an imaginative scenario involving research scientists and the participants in their mind-body-spirit
co-ordination project:
3:

It has been scientifically proven that spiritual, esoteric, and notions exist. The very things that Christianity, Hinduism,
Islam, Buddhism, New Age, and other belief systems are trying to express: transformative ideas such as the the Rapture,
Tribulation, Mind-shift, the Apocalypse, et al, have converged into one life-altering event, The Babel of Changing
Perceptions'. The true, or rather surreal nature of a holographic nature has revealed itself. People and things have lost
their familiar shape. Thus, several ethically-driven scientists and visionaries are attempting to map out this psychedelic,
fluctuating environment beyond description, in order to co-shape it. This requires an-all permeating perception, beyond
fear, bias, and deception.
The participants in this experiment are exceptionally mindful, sensitive, and compassionate persons with experience in
social activism, meditation/spirituality, and art. The scientists use computers to map out the dormant, fertile patterns of
the cosmic spectrum, in neurological, quantum, and intermediary processes such as meteorology, biology, geology, and
other 'ologies'.
The subject has electrodes attached to his or her head, while lying down in a deep meditative state. They're guided
through a deep relaxation process bordering hypnosis, prayer, meditation, and lucid dreaming. The patterns on the
screen are revealed/high-lighted, accordingly to the subject's level of relaxation; fluctuating symmetries from deep
within his or her mind, align with whatever complimentary dynamic in the climate, coelescing into multi-layered
squares, spheres, triangles, waves, and the like. These patterns and their corresponding dynamics( certain frequencies,
vibrations, particle emissions, and the like) represent possible interdimensional portals, and a virtual means of
transportation. As they enter the proper mental state , the Scientists describe both their neuro-patterns and the very
cosmic symmetry that they border. The subject then has to visualize the patterns in the most intimate, nurturing way
possible, so as to form intimate connections, or non-comprimising pathways between realities. This minimizes the
threat of soul fragmentation, cosmic rifts or tears, and the parasetic, virus-like, self-preserving control mechanisms of
life's synthetic realities( 'matrixes' - which can result in the opening of all manner of Pandora's boxes). This is essentially
a scientificaly-engineered form of astral projection: peopel transmit their thought-essences into the appropriate
receptacles of a particular environment, based on symbiotic calculation and the intersecting alignment of
interchangeable, organic, yet stabilizing patterns.
On the pure holographic or quantum level - where all life patterns meet - symmetries encapsulate the dynamics of all
worldly systems, such as robotics, anatomical dynamics/functions( ie, exercise, athletics), and all manner of chemical
interactions. This is the foundation of the highest technology, which is organic and sentient in nature, even though in
terms of form and function, it correlates to transportation, engineering, and other technical processes.
Thus, when the subject projects his or her best hopes, and highest thoughts, they manifest this system in a more familiar
way; the experience is shaped accordingly to the things one identifies with.. For example, one of the subjects is
interested in futuristic , colorful realities, such as those depicted in comic books and Anime films. So his experience is
shaped by sci-fi imagery. However, this project emphasizes the holographic event as being the same for everyone.
Although its experienced in different ways, and everyone has to come to some transient consensus. The patterns,
though multi-layered and shifting( ie, translating into endless scenarios), are in a constant of unification. Hence, the
subject learns the basic landscape and timeline of events, in order to co-shape them properly. The events can be
interchangeable,( not to be played out in a specific way) yet they still adhere to a non-limiting timeline - a timeline which
expands with even more opportunies, accordingly to one's openness, and mindfulness.
The subjects all understand that they're meeting each other at an island. They must visualize and manifest a vehicle at a
specific time, and meet at a designated point. They're to explore that area, and engage in its activities for two hours, as
a group. On some level, its no different than some friends meeting each other at a theme park, while taking different
types of transportation. But here,the appearance of the island and each particapant varies accordingly to an individual's
interpretation of the festivity. For the sci-fi guy, he's boarding an underwater supertrain to meet them at some neon-lit,

Atlantis-like continent; for a nature-loving old soul, she's travellng via a ferry boat to some tropical island in the preindustrial era; and for a hip-hop enthusisast, he's riding a yacht to an island resort of non-stop partying. The sci-fi guy
may appear as a fortune teller or mystic in the nature-lover's island, as they enjoy the Wild West-like activities of the
island. The hip hop guy might be a blues singer.
The more the subject visualizes the connections, the more they co-shape the experience. For example, the woman( the
nostalgic nature-lover) focuses beautiful, nourishing thoughts on the specific regions of her brain: neuro-connections to
the environmental stimuluses, beckoning her to teleport at a certain point; those neurons and brain fibers becoming
soft trees blowing in the breeze of the river to the island( representing elongated, larger portions of the brain teeming
with fluid, and electric impulses from both within and without).
This experiment can pioneer a new language of pure perceptual information. This language is the pinnacle of
communication, because one literally sees others as infinite mirror-reflections. One simultaneously experiences how the
others experiences them - to the degree that that you experience the very things from - throughout history and beyond
- leading to your specific encounter to a person or a event in mere seconds! Perceptual info can navigate environments,
experiences, and timelines on the micro and macro. For instance, one can experience the reality of a god, merely by
being a self-conscious cell in its body. This can translate on the holographic level, ( if one is into sci-fi imagery) into one
riding an elevator-like apparartus to a towering robot. One is but a passenger, yet one still has some awareness, while
still affecting the god's experience. One can either be some nourishing bacteria or blood-sucking insect, either taking or
assimiliating the god's properties and information. One can use this newly-gained info to map out even greater realities
within the super-symmetrries, enabling one to evolve into those very gods.
One has to be careful while doing this. Its possible this has been attempted before, ( or is still being played out,
according to my theory about limited attempts to decipher an eternal state of inception) and it has resulted in the
splitting of realities, cosmic cataclysms, the formation of matrixes, and all manner of chaos. Again, this project is an
attempt to translate timeless events of infinite possibilities into more tangible, less-threatening forms, thus stabilizing
them to our advantage.
We can't know where this experiment is going, but the scientists and participants are optimistic. If they can interact with
each other freely in this multi-dimensional event - with no karmic implications or further contributations to cosmic rifts society will be on its way to the grand consensus. Once we can navigate reality, and resolve its conflicts, the noncomprimising, co-ordination of all consciousness will be obtained, as opposed to us striving for 'oneness'.

‘COMPASSIONATE CONSENSUS ON A MULTIDIMENSIONAL REALITY'

SENSORY RESTORATION
( visualization techniques for interdimensional travel/spiritual travel
I leak through the filters too quickly to realize that I was trapped in some hellish sewage system.
The fact that It was the impersonal public bathroom of some dung-infested, long condemned prison/asylum-like facility,
extending out into the endless dust and darkness doesn't matter. For I drop into into a more illuminating void - the
abyss leading into the void in this sense. Thus, I'm still being cleansed, as I float through these deseased, pissed-on,
crappy waters.
I'm able to leak through a silver, gleaming, multi-geometric sewage grid, just by focusing on its seemingly tiny openings.
The segmented grid grows as I shrink, no longer resembling small, impenetrable prison bars, or remote gates to a
paradise. I drop down to the 'next' level. I change shape and evolve, as I turn about like a skydiver, in league with the
widening void( which triangulates and elongates). I land on rainbow-gold grids, more multi-layered than the next - on
levels deeper and more expansive than the previous - while being filtered in super-efficient, sub-atomic manners. The
dried corpses of demons and ghouls are all what's left of my material truamas, crumbling away at the microscopic filters.
How small and petty those seemingly overwheming devils were.
Each descending level elongates and widens all the more, as I accelerate past the dwindling terrains bordering time and
space. I drop slower when I reach open space- to the point that I'm floating, on the verge of walking, levitating;
something transcending and unifying all actions... Each body of water I drop into becoming more luminescent and
clearer.
As I feel myself becoming centered on these all-supporting waters, I realize that we were always in alignment, even
before we came into physical existence. Only this alignement is beyond symmetry and perfection. It can be best
visualized as being a shape-shifting boxer guaging the holographic distance from a fetal stance. Probing, yet not
reaching, guarded in a way that's more self-embracing, not impeding - bad things can't come in, but there's still room
for the good.
From a purely one-dimensional plane, it can be described more simply: someone laying on either his front or back. But
he's spinning at all directions simultaneously - so fast that he's supported in a counter-gravitational way. The allembracing fighter in the 3D realm is assimiliating, reshaping, and redistributing the very motions which stabilize the 2D
realm, into a less-chaotic continuum, or multidimensional singularities. The boxer doesn't move forward to his target, so
much as the front, or whatever angle, merges with him, like someone sleeping motionless on a bed, yet he or she is
actually walking, flying and moving in many directions in his or her dream.
Though the endgoal/path is liberating, the fetal boxer is still easily lured out of his secured zones. This happens when
one misinterprets the moves and velocities of his opposition as being separate from his own - resulting in big bangs,
black holes, karma, and self-perpetuating/self-devouring cycles. In this sense, we're meant to incorporate all outer
stimulants and influences, so as to add more depth to our ever-revealing inner world, while adding evermore
dimensional portals to dwindling outer realities.
The fighter becomes many things, an anthromorphic, shape-shifting yoga-machine, filling the distance; an
interdimensional spacecraft riding a chi-like jet stream.
I'm so relaxed now that I don't recall floating about in these deeper, more purifying waters which comprise the lake of
medicine. My stressed muscles dissolve and become red waves, merging with the indigo currents and crystalline
molecules. I'm now a spaghetti-like octopus, sprouting tentacles from all angles... connecting to multidimensional

strands bordering wires, veins, plant roots, and neurons. I surface as an intermediary being in-between a mammal, fish,
man, and spirit.
The planet-filled skies( I see all worlds and galaxies up and close, not just a sun, moon, and distant stars) nourish me,
'imprinting' their celestial likeness on my morphing bodily symmetry. I turn about in the waves like food in a fertile
microwave. But I'm not spinning in the futile sense, like a cat chasing its tail.
I drift down a prehistoric creek. When I recognize it as - or rather label it - prehistoric, I suddenly see beasts more
mysterious than dinosaurs. Details are revealed accordingly to the sensation, whether the waves bumping and rolling
into islands of refuge , or the breezy air becoming an airplane. The creek accelerates and becomes a waterslide. I don't
have to look up to know that I'm floating towards a futuristic, neon-lit utopia.
ANSWERING THE PRAYERS OF GODS
This world beyond thought and fear is advanced in its predicaments, not only in its innovations . Every being there is
superpowerful and superintelligent. But the gods have lost their foundation; they conjure and manifest things at a rate
exceeding their own calculations. For instance, great temples continously morphe into new cities, worlds, and
probabilities. Giants become titans or supermonsters in a schizophrenic way, as if a particular soul is suffering from splitpersonality( or soul fragmentation). One god can divide up into new races and sentient worlds, opening many
evolutionary pandora's boxes along the way. No being has a strong identity, even if its a god or titan. They can't even
navigate their everchanging landscape. There are no lasting relationships ; things change too fast to be savored.
Unaware souls get lost in impersonal environments
In some ways their suffering is worse than ours( humans) because a fleeting sense of self is an unpredictable form of
death and rebirth. At least most of the mentally afflicted on Earth have some self-awareness.
However, one goddess remembers her ability to pray and wish, the most basic, yet powerful of skills. She directs her
prayers toward an overlooked, blue planet. It was ignored because of its material limitations and contradictions. But
she realizes that this world's very probabilities and dualities enables practicioners to divide, isolate, and categorize
dynamics for the pupose of re-integrating them in less-comprimising ways - greater connections paving the way for
more empowering systems.
A tiny anthromorphic being appears before her. He resembles a hyper-animated, rainbow-colored doodle. He's initially
blinded by the galactic-neon lights of the evergrowing metropolis, and he cowers before the rampaging herd of titans.
Its like being an ant on a mile-long runway and dancefloor, the giants dancing and celebrating in an intoxicated manner.
But they were intoxicated by ego and unearned privilege, not drugs.
He focuses and stabilizes this realm of pure vibration, grounding the greatest of cultural shocks. He then grows and
becomes a shape-shifting skyscraper, which incorporates the properties of all mind-blowing architecture and superintricate technologies. He assimiliates elements of the superbeings as well, evolving into anthromorphic dieties. The
super-titans evolve also, as if inheriting his his everdeverdeveloping gene. They reclaim their mult-layered, yet
complimentary identities. They remember the ultimate lesson: which is to expand and evolve from a deep foundation.
This is made possible by stabilizing the conflicting, yet complimentary tensions of the 3-D world.
Suddenly, an entire civilization of alien-angels reclaim their spiraling galaxy, merely by recognizing it as emanating from
a mere digit: number two; every dynamic, world, dimension, no matter how elaborate, is an extension of basic numbers,
words, thoughts.
Meanwhile, back on Earth, a man prays for a familly and community he can't find on Earth. He needs help and support
for his ascension process in this oppressive 3-D world. A super-sexy, all-loving goddess, along with some super-titans

appear to him, as if his simple desire for love and peace has given birth to them - allowing them to thrive. They smile
radiantly, as they recognize his aura, comprised of rainbow scribbles.

